Bona Brush Technology

Enabling new heights in wood floor texture & effects
Introducing Bona Brush Technology

Bona’s unique Brush Technology features our new, innovative Bona Power Drive NEB click-on mount for improved attachment. This provides greater flexibility to enhance the natural character of wood and create dramatic new looks on existing pre-laid wood floors, or carry out general abrading and sanding down to the bare wood for full renovation.

From two-tone contrasts, to eye-catching, contemporary 2 colour effects, when combined with Bona’s range of oils and finishes, the possibilities are endless.

Creating texture

Bona Brush Technology brushes down deep between the grain. This enhances the texture of the wood, creating floor effects with a difference.

Even natural wood floors benefit from Bona Brush Technology, as brushing away soft wood enhances the texture and grain.

• Brushed character
• 2-dimensional effects
• Creating texture
How it works
Bona's new Brush Technology involves wire brush attachments that remove the soft wood between the hard wood, adding depth and texture to the wood's surface.

This allows the coloured oil to settle between the grain, creating a 2-dimensional effect and enhancing the natural pattern of the wood.

1. Flat surface 2. Brushed surface 3. 2-dimensional surface

Follow Bona’s recommended abrading and brushing sequence for optimal results.

Stunning unique effects

Bringing out the grain
Counter-rotating cylindrical wire heads brush away the soft wood, creating ridges between the wood’s grain to expose the natural pattern. This creates depth and texture.

Simple attachment
Brushes and sanding discs are mounted onto the Bona Power Drive NEB, locked into place with just an easy click.

Power Drive NEB for flexibility
Bona Power Drive NEB gives you the unique flexibility to perform brushing, traditional abrading or bare wood sanding by simply switching the cylindric discs. All these in just one driving plate solution.

Bona FlexiSand 1.9
For easy, direction-free brushing and sanding, the Bona Power Drive NEB is to be used together with Bona FlexiSand 1.9. With its powerful 1.9 kW motor it delivers superb results.
Bona Coatings - New effects with brushing technology

Bona offers a wide variety of oils and finishes in a full range of colours, for countless possibilities. Use in combination with Bona Brush Technology to create unique looks and effects, or simply enhance the beauty of natural wood floors. With sustainability and safety in mind, Bona products are developed with exceptionally low levels of VOC for better indoor air quality.

From design and protection to maintenance and care, Bona offers the professional everything needed for long-lasting, beautiful wooden floors.

- Unique wood treatment
- 2-dimensional effect
- Creating texture
- Enhances and preserves